Key Goals - Task #3108

Task # 3107 (In Progress): KG22.01 - Streamline Tendering Process in 24 months

KG22.01.1 - Two more tenders signed in 6 months

2020-03-13 15:07 - Nicolas Christener

| Status:   | Closed                     | Start date: | 2020-02-03 |
| Priority: | Normal                     | Due date:   |            |
| Assignee: | Florian Effenberger        | % Done:     | 0%         |
| Category: |                           | Target version: | Q4/2020   |
| Status summary: | approve then publish ODF 1.3 delta; define next step on X-ray debugger | |

Description
Starting from FOSDEM 2020 we want to have two more tenders signed within 6 months

History

#1 - 2020-03-13 15:09 - Nicolas Christener
- Subject changed from Two more tenders signed in 6 months to KG22.01.1 Two more tenders signed in 6 months

#2 - 2020-03-13 18:39 - Nicolas Christener
- Subject changed from KG22.01.1 Two more tenders signed in 6 months to KG22.01.1 - Two more tenders signed in 6 months

#3 - 2020-03-16 00:53 - Thorsten Behrens
- Private changed from No to Yes

#4 - 2020-04-24 19:33 - Nicolas Christener
- Private changed from Yes to No

#5 - 2020-06-17 14:51 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from New to In Progress
  - one is awarded - close to being delivered
  - another close to being finalized - going into tech details

#6 - 2020-07-27 14:46 - Florian Effenberger
- Assignee set to Florian Effenberger
- Target version set to Q3/2020

Signed and delivered since FOSDEM:
- ODF conformance

Signed since FOSDEM:
- MC dashboard

Tendered, but not signed:
- Development Mentor (#3112)

Soon to be tendered:
- Xray-built-in debugger
- ODF 1.3 delta tender

#7 - 2020-08-06 09:19 - Florian Effenberger
- Status summary set to Two signed, two more tendered, one more pending
Signed and delivered since FOSDEM:
- ODF conformance

Signed since FOSDEM:
- MC dashboard

Tendered, but not signed:
- Development Mentor (#3112)
- Xray-built-in debugger

Soon to be tendered:
- ODF 1.3 delta tender

#8 - 2020-08-10 15:50 - Florian Effenberger
- Due date deleted (2020-08-03)
- Target version changed from Q3/2020 to Q4/2020

Delivery of MC dashboard in Q4
Mentor tender decision likely in Q4
X-ray debugger tender decision likely in Q4
-> adjusting due date

#9 - 2020-08-17 10:46 - Florian Effenberger
Discussion from board meeting 2020-08-14:
- lets get more of these out (Thorsten)
  - invoices may only land next year anyway if there is no overlapping oversight.
  - [...]
- lets get them tendered (Michael)
  - first getting them into a tender-able state (Thorsten)
  - agreed with that (Lothar)

#10 - 2020-08-17 10:48 - Florian Effenberger
- Status summary changed from Two signed, two more tendered, one more pending to Two signed, two more tendered, one more pending. Next tenders to be drafted.

#11 - 2020-09-03 16:43 - Stephan Ficht
- Status summary changed from Two signed, two more tendered, one more pending. Next tenders to be drafted. to ODF 1.3 delta is written, can be published when approval is given

Discussion from board meeting 2020-08-28:
- ODF 1.3 delta is written, can be published when approval is given
- priority was ODF; percentage of progress on ODF: ‘almost done’
  - WebDAV is next one
  - just in draft
  - it’s one of the older tenders budget has been provisioned for, so would naturally be next in line

#12 - 2020-10-02 07:25 - Stephan Ficht
- Status summary changed from ODF 1.3 delta is written, can be published when approval is given to approve then publish ODF 1.3 delta; define next step on X-ray debugger

Discussion from board meeting 2020-09-25:
- X-ray debugger in review/evaluation
- ODF 1.3 awaits publication wrt. KG22.01

#13 - 2020-11-17 13:49 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

This is done - X-ray debugger has just been ordered. Details will be published soon.